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INTRODUCTION METHODS PERFORMANCE

CHALLENGES

On the workcell, compound addition from a source plate (containing compounds) to a 
destination plate (containing cells) lasts approximately 5-8 minutes per 384-well plate, 
depending on the number of transfers required per plate as well as other variables, such as 
incubator retrieval time.  This places our theoretical daily limit at approximately:

• 200 x 384-well plates, or
• 75,000 independent wells, or
• 25,000 di�erent combinations of compounds tested per day (in triplicate)
• 160,000 liquid transfer operations with the EDC Biosystems ATS (approx. 800 per plate)

This can be accomplished with minimal biowaste (e.g. pipette tips) and human intervention.  In 
practice, we have run over 100 plates through compound addition in a day with our workcell; as 
our throughput continues to approach our theoretical limit, we will increase our capacity by 
integrating a second ATS to run in parallel, or building a second workcell.

Green Button Go during a Cell-Titer Glo readout process. The live Gantt chart 
on the right shows timing of each plate as it steps through the process.
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The workcell described here, in conjunction with Green Button Go and Titan, allows us to achieve 
our goal of high-throughput personalized testing.  We are routinely screening cancer patient sam-
ples with large combinatorial libraries and generating pooled and single cell data in high content 
assays to identify alternate treatment options.  The workcell is extensible to many type of therapeu-
tic libraries and cell based assays by integration of new instrumentation with Biosero’s Green 
Button Go scheduleing software to expand patient options and expand our personalized treatment 
reference database.

To see a video of our workcell in action, visit http://notablelabs.com/workcell-video.

Scalable and a�ordable personalized medicine requires automated sample handling, 
�exible compound management, assay protocols, and lastly, comprehensive results 
management. It is important to test as many compounds and combinations as possible 
on limited patient cells, so miniaturization is required. Lastly, our novel laboratory 
information management system (LIMS) manages all activities, patient information, the 
sample testing, data output and reporting.

Challenges addressed by our automated testing workcell:
• Automate sample handling, compound management, assay prep and testing
• Miniaturized assay volumes to maximize compounds and conditions tested on
minimum cells
• Improve assay content and enable �exibility of assay time points
• Manage all processes and data analysis on-the-�y

Additional challenges because not all patients require the same screening strategy. 
• On-the-�y compound and assay management per patient
• Ease of use: handle various sample types, out-of-order plates
• Easy integration of new instruments to improve process and expand testing

Data management challenges:
• Automated data storage/analysis (proprietary LIMS)
• Scheduling software to track screening and pivot assays/compounds based on interim
results
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Diagram of information flow to run automated processes such as compound addition. Titan, our self-developed LIMS, is 
used to plan the process and generate a list of test conditions. This information is passed to Green Button Go, which 

oversees scheduling and general workcell control. After the workcell process is complete, information flows back from 
workcell instruments to Green Button Go, which uploads results to Titan for data consolidation and automated analysis.

The large amount of data gathered allows us 
to create clustermaps of responses to 
various compounds, as seen on the left.
Each column is a single compound, and each 
row is a different primary cell sample from a 
patient.  From this, we can see that certain 
groups of patients are responsive to different 
groups of compounds.  Red colors signify 
inhibition, while blue colors signify increased 
metabolic activity, a potential sign of 
differentiation.
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Patient samples (tumor resection for GBM, blood draw for AML) are shipped to Notable Labs overnight and processed 
in lab immediately upon arrival. Cells are seeded into 384-well plates and run through our robotic workcell, which 
proceeds with compound addition across all plates. The EDC Biosystems ATS-100 acoustic dispenser was chosen to 
dispense compounds from a source plate into the cell plates; the capability for independent transfers from any 
source well to any destination well allows the required �exibility of dispensing any combination of compounds into 
a given destination well, opening the entire combinatorial space in real time.

After a period of incubation, most plates are run through a high-throughput, low-information process using a 
CellTiter-Glo® luminescent cell viability assay (Promega Corp., Madison, WI USA).  CellTiter-Glo is dispensed into plates 
using a Thermo Scienti�c Multidrop™ Combi Reagent Dispenser, and luminescence is measured on a Tecan In�nite® 
M200 Pro plate reader as a readout for cell viability. A subset of plates are read on the IntelliCyt iQue Screener PLUS, 
a high throughput �ow cytometer, to generate a single cell resolution information-rich process.  This is particularly 
useful on heterogeneous samples such as patient blood.  This generates an immense amount of data, which is 
uploaded to our LIMS for automated data processing.
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Biosero’s scheduling software, Green Button Go, was chosen to manage all of this automation because of its 
broad instrument driver set and scheduling �exibility. For this workcell, a new IntelliCyt iQue driver was created.

Notable Labs’ proprietary LIMS, named Titan, manages the process at a high level, allowing for compound 
addition into plates in a random order and triggering GBG to carry out patient speci�c protocols. Titan keeps 
track of our own process from start to �nish: planning the conditions of a screen, executing a screen, 
consolidating data after the completion of a screen, and partially automated data analysis.

Our mission at Notable Labs is to identify actionable treatment 
protocols for cancer patients through a proprietary approach to 
personalized drug repurposing. We screen a vast number of combinations 
of FDA-approved drugs against a cancer patient’s cells to identify drug 
combinations that have improved e�cacy in vitro and can be 
immediately prescribed by their doctor without a clinical trial.   Our 
current focus is screening for patients with glioblastoma multiforme 
(GBM) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Technological advances allow 
Notable Labs to intelligently screen more drugs and combinations on 
fewer cells than before, and to interrogate larger datasets to glean 
clinically relevant insights for each patient.

There is an increasing trend towards data-driven personalized approaches 
to drug repurposing, and testing drug combinations on primary or patient 
cells.  Challenges we are focused on will improve the outcome of this 
approach by generating the most data possible from limited sample size, 
and managing variability between patient samples. By focusing on 
technological improvement on three aspects of drug repurposing; 
automated sample handling, combinatorial strategy, and direct testing on 
patient cells, we will build a rich, relevant reference dataset to expedite 
screening and implementation of cost e�ective treatments for eligible 
cancer patients. This presentation describes our �rst key technological 
innovation: complete automation of patient sample processing and 
screening. Automation increases throughput, decreases cost, and 
improves patient data quality.  Over time this strategy will generate a cost 
e�ective approach to personalized medicine and generate a powerful 
reference database.




